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Introduction
My name is Camilla Rooney, and I am a 31-year-old living in Dartmoor, UK. Last
year I undertook the Conservation of Historic Buildings MSc at the University of
Bath. The course covered the fundamental principles of structural and architectural
conservation, and included modules on conservation history and theory, legislation,
materials and structural conservation.
I graduated in December 2017 with a Pass with Distinction. Following my studies, I
had a desire to gain more practical and hands-on conservation building conservation
experience to compliment my theoretical knowledge and gain a better and fuller
understanding of building conservation in practice. I began to look for opportunities
for furthering my knowledge through hands-on training days and workshops, and
attended the SPAB 2017 Working Party in Lumsdale, Derbyshire.
Prior to undertaking my MSc, I lived for 4 years in Cluj-Napoca, the ‘capital’ of the
Transylvanian region of Romania. My decision to return to the UK to study building
conservation came with a significant change in my previous career direction and
required a return to study later in life. For me, the driving force was spending time in
Romania where I became interested in built heritage and conservation projects in the
Transylvanian region. I enrolled on the course at the University of Bath with the idea
that I might be able to return to Romania with more knowledge and understanding to
research the region in more depth.
The Built Heritage Conservation Training Programme at Bánffy Castle seemed to be
an ideal opportunity for me to both return to Romania as well as build on my
practical building conservation skills. While researching travel bursaries and funding
on the internet, I came across the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship via the National
Heritage Training Network website. After calculating the costs of the trip, I made an
application to the ZGTF requesting a grant of £615. I was extremely pleased to be
awarded the full amount, partly as this gave me financial help, but I was also equally
pleased to get the opportunity to become a Zibby Garnett Scholar and share my
experience through this report.
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Background to the Study Trip
Brief history of Transylvania
Transylvania (Ardeal in Romanian and Erdély in Hungarian) is a historic region in
modern day Romania, traditionally defined by the natural borders of the Carpathian
and Apuseni mountain ranges. Located at the crossroads of Central, Eastern, and
South-eastern Europe, Transylvania has a complex history of political, cultural and
religious upheaval. Between 82 BC–106 AD Transylvania was the centre of the
Dacian Kingdom before being conquered by Romans. It became the Kingdom of
Hungary’s eastern frontier in the Middle Ages, subject to repeated Mongol and
Turkish invasion. Transylvania gained brief autonomy under the Ottoman Empire in
1566 before coming under Habsburg rule in the late 17th century. When AustriaHungary was defeated in WWI, Transylvanian Romanians proclaimed the land
united with Romania. Hungary regained about two-fifths of Transylvania during
WWII, but the entire region was ceded back to Romania in 1947.

Figure 1: Map of Romania with Bonțida marked in red

Bánffy Castle, Bonțida
Bánffy Castle is located in the village of Bonțida, a village in the Transylvanian
region of Romania. The Bonțida estate came into the possession of the aristocratic
Hungarian Bánffy family in 1387, who gradually developed the castle complex from
the 16th - 19th century. Today Bánffy Castle encompasses diverse architectural styles
(including Renaissance, Baroque, Neoclassical and Neogothic) which reflect the
changing historical context of Transylvania. As the region moved into a period of
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relative peace, keeping pace with European fashions became more important than
withstanding invasion. The ‘castle’ was remodelled by successive generations as its
function changed from protective fortress to comfortable manor house.

Figure 2: Neo-Gothic west wing in 1890-2 and today, (Wikimedia Commons)

Figure 3: Baroque Court d’Honneur in 1890-4 and today, (Wikimedia Commons)

By the 20th century, the region was once again in turmoil following successive world
wars. At the end of WWII, the interior of the castle was destroyed by retreating
German troops in revenge for Miklós Bánffy’s sympathies with the Allies. The
family fled to Hungary following invasion by the Red Army and the castle became
state property under the Communist government. Like many manor houses in
Romania, this was a period of degradation for Bánffy Castle and by the 1970’s it was
an abandoned ruin.
The Transylvania Trust and the IHBC
In 1998 the Transylvania Trust collaborated with the UK Institute of Historic
Building Conservation (IHBC) to design and implement a project to promote historic
building conservation in Romania and encourage the revival of traditional building
crafts. The Built Heritage Conservation Training Centre (BHCT) was established
within the now severely dilapidated Bánffy Castle to promote the concept of
‘regeneration through conservation’. This was a key step for the building
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conservation movement in Romania, providing a national model for developing a
viable future for these monuments.

Figure 4: Learning is a mixture of theory and practice

The BHCT hosts two-week teaching courses every summer which contain a mixture
of theoretical lectures with practical instruction. Bánffy Castle serves as a working
site on which to try out newly learned skills under the mentorship of local master
craftsmen. Due to an early close partnership with the IHBC, the course promotes
core conservation values common in the UK, including minimal intervention,
preservation of original fabric and the use of authentic materials. In 2008, the BHTC
was the Europa Nostra winner in the category of ‘Education, training and awarenessraising.’ Now in its 20th year, the courses have attracted over 800 students, primarily
from Romania and Hungary but also from wider Europe and beyond.

Figure 5: The 2018 Built Heritage Conservation Training group with certificates of completion
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Aim of the study trip
Due to early collaboration between conservation organisations, there is a strong and
enduring connection between the UK and Romania in this field. As well as the
IHBC, organisations such as The Prince of Wales Charitable Foundation and the
Anglo-Romanian Trust for Traditional Architecture (ARTTA) have had a distinct
impact on conservation thinking in Romania. My aim is to build a meaningful
connection with Romania throughout my conservation career, and this trip gave me
the opportunity to develop contacts with lecturers, craftsmen and students in the
region. I am also very interested in how the conservation movement in Romania is
evolving as the country becomes wealthier and more developed. I wanted to use this
trip as an opportunity to discover how, if at all, the conservation ethos at the
Transylvania Trust has changed as it has become more independent from UK
influences, and investigate whether there is evidence that Romanian organisations
are developing their own conservation philosophy that meets the unique challenges
and cultural shifts of the region.

Built Heritage Conservation Training Programme
Overview of the programme
The programme I attended was a two-week course running from the 29th July – 11th
August. The detailed programme was sent out ahead of the trip with information
about course structure and day to day activities. The course included 7 days of
training on structural conservation (vault restoration and rendering) and 4 days of
training on rendering and decorative rendering (stucco, fresco and sgraffito.) As well
as practical tuition, the training programme included 7 lectures, including:
•

Introduction to the management of built heritage: Hegedüs Csilla, President
of the Transylvania Trust

•

Heritage consents regime in the UK: Andrew Shepherd, Chair of IHBC
Education, Training and Standards Committee

•

Why lime is good and cement is (usually) bad: Andrew Shepherd, Chair of
IHBC Education, Training and Standards Committee

•

Historic Roof Structures – case studies: Dr Szabó Bálint, Professor at the
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
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•

The role of archaeology in built heritage management: Dr Csók Zsolt,
Archaeologist at the National Museum of Romanian History

•

Development in Historic Areas - case studies: Eugen Pănescu, Architect at
Planwerk

•

Structural interventions – case studies: Dr Makay Dorottya, Specialist
engineer at Irod-M

Getting started
The majority of the lectures were on the first day to provide a theoretical background
to the practical work we would be carrying out over the next two weeks. We were
also given a lecture on the history of Bánffy Castle by Dr Eke Zsuzsa, art historian at
Babeș-Bolyai University, followed by a guided tour of the castle complex. This
provided a good overview of the different phases of construction and architectural
styles that are present at the castle, and how they relate to the history of the Bánffy
family and wider historical context at the time.
On the second day, we met the master craftsmen who would be our instructors for
the rest of the programme. Before getting started, they demonstrated some of the
techniques that we would need to carry out our conservation work. They explained
the lime cycle and demonstrated how to prepare a lime mortar.
1

2

3

4
Figure 6: Master craftsman Kovács István demonstrates making a lime mortar
1.

Limestone (calcium carbonate) is burnt to become quicklime (calcium oxide)
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2.
3.
4.

The powdery quicklime is slaked with water to produce a creamy lime putty
The putty is mixed with an aggregate (sand) in a 1:3 lime:aggregate ratio
A cement mixer is used to ensure good combination of the lime mortar

We were then shown the basics of raking out and cleaning joints for repointing and
preparing a wall for rendering. In ruined masonry structures, lime mortar and render
becomes decayed due to exposure to weathering and changing temperatures. This is
aggravated by Romania’s intense winter climate, with approximately fourteen
freeze/thaw cycles. We were advised to rake joints back to at least 1cm and shown
how to test existing render by tapping with a hammer (a hollow sound means it has
become detached and should be removed.)
2

1

4

3
Figure 7: Preparing a wall for repointing and rendering
1.

3.

Use a hammer to remove any loose render and pointing
2. Brush down the wall to keep clean from dust
Apply a weak limewash solution (water:lime 10:1) to ensure good adhesion
4. The wall is ready for repointing and rendering

Conservation Work: Structural Conservation
The programmes of work at Bánffy Castle vary year to year depending on what work
is considered most urgent. Following the installation of a roof to make the main
building watertight, recent training programmes have focused on structural
conservation of the vaults. The group was split into teams of 6 and given an area to
work on under the supervision of the master craftsmen. My group, which contained a
mixture of German, Romanian, Czech and Hungarian speakers, worked on the base
of a column.
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The masonry at the base of the column had decayed due to damp conditions and
freeze-thaw action. First, we cleared away all the decayed stone as far back as we
could before we reached solid stone. Then we bushed away any loose rubble and
dust. As lime mortar is strongest when it is allowed to dry slowly, we were told that
usually masonry should be wetted before applying fresh mortar to prevent suction
from masonry drying the mortar too quickly. However, in this case the damp
conditions did not necessitate additional wetting.

Figure 8: Clearing loose decayed stone from the base of the column

We dug a trench around the base of the column and using large slabs of stone created
a solid foundation to build up from. Starting from the highest corner to create a
reliable reference point, we began to build up from this base using bricks alternating
between a header row and stretcher row. We used a claw hammer to cut the bricks to
size to ensure there was a cohesive join with the existing masonry behind. We
completed each corner first before filling between, always checking with a spirit
level and planks of wood to ensure the bricks were in line with the wall above.
Mortar was used to bed the stones and the bricks. Joins could be no more than 1cm
thick, and so small stones and pieces of brick or tiles were used to fill larger voids.

Figure 9: Base layer of stone and then brick
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Figure 10: A completed stretch of bricks between two corners

By the second day we had managed to complete the project. This initial conservation
project taught us some important practical lessons in reconsolidating a structural
element, especially the importance of spending time and care on the work at hand.
Attention to detail is crucial, whether that be finding the right sized piece of stone,
cutting a brick to ensure a good fit, ensuring the base surface is level or checking that
your work aligns with the original wall. Small mistakes at an early stage can result in
bigger problems further down the line. In the final stages of the project, this attention
to detail resulted in work that was structurally sound and, hopefully, long lasting.

Figure 11: The completed column
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We then moved on to a different section of badly decayed masonry on an external
foundation wall. The process was very similar, but due to the length of the wall it
was necessary to use string rather than planks of wood to ensure each stretch of
bricks was level. Before bedding the bricks in mortar, we first placed the bricks on
loosely, working on the face stretch and then cutting bricks with a claw hammer to
fit in the void behind.

Figure 12: Laying a stretch of wall

After bedding the bricks at each end of the wall to serve as reference points, the
bricks between were laid carefully, checking with a spirit level to ensure they were
level in every direction. We didn’t manage to finish this section in time, but it will be
completed by students of future programmes.

Figure 13: Checking the bricks are level horizontally and vertically
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The final structural conservation project I worked on was rebuilding an arched vault
that had partially collapsed. Temporary wooden falsework, or centring, had been
built by the master craftsmen, and our job was to rebuild the collapsed section using
bricks. This was the most technically challenging project and the group took in turns
to work on this section under the direction of a master craftsman.

Figure 14: The collapsed vault from below and above

I helped to lay the final sections of the arched vault towards the end of the week. The
work progressed slowly as each brick had to be laid very carefully. Small pieces of
stone were placed between the brick and the timber centring so that the new section
did not rest directly on the planking. Each brick was bedded and gently tapped with a
hammer to bring it in line with the bricks around it.

Figure 15: Restoring the vault

The centring helped provide a guide for the curvature of the arched vault, and we
also used a wooden plank to ensure each stretch of brick was level. The work was
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made particularly complex as new sections had to be integrated into the old to make
a homogenous whole.

Figure 16: Blending old work with new

Conservation Work: Rendering and Decorative Rendering
The second section of our training programme focused on rendering, both general
and decorative. In small groups, all students on the course had a chance to try out a
series of decorative rendering techniques, including stucco, fresco and sgraffito.
Although this was not strictly conservation work, it was a really interesting
introduction to traditional decorative techniques.

Figure 17: Room of decorative renderings with examples from previous students

The decorative rendering training was led by master craftsman Kovács István in the
old stable block. We started by making a mortar mix for the plastering. The base
layer for all decorative rendering was called arriccio (hedgehog) which was 1 lime
putty: 3 sand. This slightly coarser mortar mix provided a good key for the following
finer rendering to attach to.
For the stucco, we used a 1 marble dust : 2 lime putty mix to create a very fine finish
which could be polished to a shine. It had to be combined thoroughly as an unevenly
mixed mortar would result in a difference in drying speed and cause cracks.
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Figure 18: Making a stucco mortar mix

Marmorino (also known as tadelakt or stucco Catalan) is a type of stucco in which
the mortar is painted and polished to imitate marble. We marked out a small area
with tape and cleaned the surface with a brush. The mortar mix was spread along the
edge of the towel and applied in a fast upward and downward, holding the trowel
almost flat to the surface of the wall. The reason for this method of application is to
reduce shrinkage by compressing and closing the pores on the surface (the process is
apparent when the mortar mix appears whiter.)

Figure 19:Applying the render for the marmorino

Once we had a very thin coat of about 4-5mm, we then applied diluted metal oxide
pigments to the surface in loose brushstrokes to imitate marble. After letting the
section dry slightly we used a cloth to buff the surface in circular motions, adding a
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bit of limewash to make it shinier. Lastly, we polished the surface with stucco wax to
seal the surface.

Figure 20: Applying colours to the marmorino and buffing

Sgraffito is a decorative render that imitates stone carving. We started by making a 4
marble dust:1 lime putty mortar with a diluted pigment added directly to the mortar.
As lime has only a 20% absorption of pigment, additives must be added to ensure
they the colour won’t rub off once the render is dry. Traditionally these additives
would have been gelatine, eggs or animal blood but we used acrylics. We applied a
3-5mm coat by harling the mortar directly on the surface of the wall and then
dragging the trowel across the mortar to create a flat surface. Finally, we used a float
to ensure the surface was as flat as possible.

Figure 21: Applying the render for the sgrafitto

Leaving this coat to dry overnight, we prepared templates for our decorative
rendering using squared paper. After tracing the pattern onto the paper, we poked
tiny holes through the lines of the design (image 1.) The following day we pinned
the template over a fresh layer of uncoloured render which had been applied over the
previous coloured layer (image 2.) We gently bumped a păpuşă (tied cloth
containing coloured pigment powder) against the paper (image 3), leaving a faint
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outline of the design where the pigment had penetrated the small holes onto the fresh
render (image 4.)

1

2

3

4
Figure 22: Creating the template for our sgraffitto

Using the template as a guide, we used scalpels to gently cut through the fresh render
revealing the coloured render below. We had to decide which parts of the pattern
would remain and which parts would be exposed, and it was difficult at times to
make sure the right parts were removed. Cuts were made at 45° angles slanting
inwards.

Figure 23: Creating the sgrafitto
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We completed the sgrafitto design by adding a border and using repeated details
from the main motif in the corners. Any white mortar left on the exposed coloured
layer was scraped off and the entire piece was left to dry.

Figure 24: The completed sgrafitto design

The fresco was our final decorative rendering experience, which involves painting
directly on to fresh lime render. The colours are absorbed by the wet render and
become locked in as the lime mortar carbonates. We prepared our template on
squared paper and our pigments in advance so we could get straight to work once the
fresh render was applied (image 1.)

1

2

3
Figure 25: Creating the fresco

Working from the dry arriccio coat we applied an intonaco coat containing fine
marble dust, and a final thinner intonachinno coat with a higher proportion of lime to
marble dust (image 2.) After overlaying our template we worked quickly to apply the
pigments before the mortar dried, first pressing the surface of the fresco lightly with
a flat spatula to bring the moisture in the mortar mix to the surface (image 3.)
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Figure 26: The completed fresco

We finished the training programme by working on some external rendering. In
Romania there is the tendency to remove all render from facades and replace with
new work. However, under the influence of the IHBC, the Transylvania Trust strive
to retain all original render where possible and only loose, visually decayed render is
removed.

Figure 27: Applying new external render below original render

We prepared the exposed masonry by raking back joints and wetting the surfaces
with clean water and limewash. The render was applied in coats no more than 10mm
thick, each of 3:1 sand to lime putty. In some areas a third coat was applied to build
out to existing levels. In cases where there were missing or damaged sections of
masonry, or large open joints between bricks, we used pieces of brick bedded into
the mortar to partially reconstruct the wall. Areas of unevenness were corrected by
bedding vertical tiles into the mortar, with the aim of building out the surface of the
wall.
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Free Time
As we were sleeping, eating and working on site, Bánffy Castle became a second
home for us all by the end of two weeks. It was wonderful spending time wandering
the grounds after a hard day of work, sitting by the lake and watching the sun set or
relaxing on the giant family of rocking horses, created as part on an artist in
residence programme in homage to the Bánffy’s equestrian passion.

Figure 28: The grounds of Bánffy Castle

Food was always a highlight of the day and meals always seemed to disappear in
seconds! The cafeteria and dorms were in the old kitchen block which was restored
by previous groups to training programmes. The evenings were spent drinking beer
and playing games, an excellent way to bond despite lot of different languages –
although almost everyone spoke excellent English!

Figure 29: Enjoying our free time

On the weekend, most of the other course participants went a day trip to some local
attractions, but I decided to visit my old home of Cluj-Napoca. I revisited some old
sites, including Bánffy Palace - the family’s 18th century Baroque city residence,
now the National Museum of Art Cluj-Napoca. I also took a trip to the nearby village
of Mera which was hosting a folk festival. It was lovely to see a traditional
Transylvanian barn which had been repurposed by the festival organisers into a
stage.
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Observations
Throughout the two-week programme, I kept a diary to jot down any observations I
made about building conservation in Romania. These were made while working
alongside the master craftsmen on-site, during presentations and subsequent
discussions with the experts who gave lectures, and in casual conversations with
course participants and organisers.
Below I will outline some of the observations I made, thinking specifically about
what the main issues, challenges and opportunities are around conservation of built
heritage in Romania at the current time.
Changing perceptions about built heritage in Romanian society
Visiting historic sites has not been a traditional attraction in Romania and the
Transylvania Trust sees changing this as crucial in providing long-term protection
and sustainability of historic sites. At Bánffy Castle, recent large-scale events have
helped to change perceptions about how built heritage can be used. As well as more
traditional open days, the castle has been the site of more unusual events such as
silent films as part of the TIFF (Transylvanian International Film Festival) and the
enormous Electric Castle music festival which attracted over 17,000 people in
grounds, making it the most visited historic building in Transylvania. Electric Castle
in particular has raised the profile of the castle and wider built heritage in Romania
tremendously, and was certainly a factor in many of the course participants decision
to take part in the training programme.

Figure 30: Bánffy Castle provides a backdrop to Electric Castle festival (www.electriccastle.ro)
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Challenges in the perception of ownership after communism
Although robbed and neglected during the communist period, the local community
perceived Bánffy Castle as their own. Locals could come and go as they pleased, and
the site served as a rubbish dump, as well as a storage area, children’s playground
and free source of materials. As Hegedüs Csilla, President of the Transylvania Trust,
put it in her opening lecture, ‘under communism what was everybody’s property was
nobody’s property.’ After the Transylvania Trust took over a long-term lease of
Bánffy Castle, they transformed the old chapel into a ‘Cultural Community Hall’ to
encourage integration. Despite this, a rift emerged between the Trust and the local
community, with little take up of free entrance and use of the castle. The recent
success of Electric Castle has helped bridge this gap, as locals have begun to see the
economic benefits of built heritage.
Effect of limited state support and corruption
Almost everyone I spoke to had a deep disillusionment in the state as a protector of
built heritage. Despite a range of laws and legislation in place to protect built
heritage, state protection was widely considered insufficient due to severely limited
funds and personnel in enforcing these laws. Endemic corruption at both a local and
national scale has engendered a sense of distrust among professionals in the field.
Becoming a member of the EU has given Romanian conservation organisations
access to new funds and has also put pressure on the state to put in place effective
anti-corruption policies. However, it was felt that there should be more recognition
by the state of the economic and social development opportunities of built heritage.
Romanian ‘DIY’ attitude to conservation
Perhaps due to the lack of state support, I recognised a strong anti-authoritarian
approach to built heritage conservation in Romania. There was a sense that playing
within the rules would get you nowhere, and that direct action was the best was to
change the system. In one example, an architect described how his firm held its own
press conference to push through pedestrianisation of a previously congested city
centre to counteract resistance from city hall (the square is now a well-known
location for large-scale protests.) Limited state funding has also necessitated creative
‘DIY’ approaches at Bánffy Castle. Due to the complete loss of artefacts connected
to the family at Bánffy Castle, several competitions have been held to generate ideas
22

for low-cost, low-impact ways to bring the interior and exterior spaces alive with
very effective results.

Figure 31: Contemporary installation ‘Reframe’ by local Romanian architects which replaces ruined
arches at Bánffy Castle with rows of hanging lights, (www.archdaily.com)

Lack of quality training and materials
As modern construction techniques have become widespread in Romania, there has
been a subsequent loss in traditional skills and materials. Until fairly recently, locally
fired bricks and slaked lime where available, but these have been replaced with mass
produced materials with little information on provenance and strength. A lack of
traditionally trained craftsmen means that materials and techniques used on
traditional buildings are often inappropriate. Education was pinpointed by many as
key in developing good practice in Romanian built heritage conservation.
Developing well-established institutions (in the model of Western-European
countries) was pinpointed as another key element, encouraging collaboration and
knowledge sharing between professionals, as well as a creating a common voice to
force through changes in legislation and practice.
Navigating multi-ethnicity in Transylvania
Transylvania is multi-ethnic region. Bonțida, for example, has a local population
which is a third Romanian, third Hungarian and third Roma. This can be an
additional challenge in heritage projects as there is a risk of reinforcing ethnic,
cultural and religious hierarchies through historical interpretation. The Transylvania
Trust holds annual ‘Cultural Days’ which is inclusive of all local ethnicities. I
noticed that the training programme (which was chiefly made up of Romanian and
Hungarian participants) also provided many opportunities to break down cultural
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stereotypes. Working alongside each other definitely encouraged a greater
understanding and integration between the participants from different background
and will hopefully form networks for cross-border collaboration in the future.

Conclusion
After two weeks at Bánffy Castle, I flew back to the UK tired and sore, with a bag of
extremely dirty clothes. I also came away with a new set of friends from across
Europe, a set of wonderful memories and many new practical skills in structural
conservation and rendering.
Most importantly for me, I left with a much deeper understanding of building
conservation in Romania. I found it fascinating to unpick the challenges faced by
built heritage professionals in Romania today, and was so encouraged by the
enthusiasm, passion and thirst for knowledge I encountered among the young
students on the training programme, who are the future of conservation in Romania.
The training programme left me with new questions as well as answers. I am
intrigued by the positive and negative effects that membership to the EU is playing
on built heritage conservation in Romania. I am curious to see how growing
professional collaboration and education will reform conservation practice in the
region, and how the ‘DIY’ attitude in Romania will be balanced with accepted best
practice as institutions become more established. I feel my journey of discovery in
Romania is far from over. This trip, however, has been a crucial stepping stone in
that journey, and I am hugely grateful to the Zibby Garnet Travel Fellowship for
giving me the opportunity to undertake this experience.

Figure 32: Bánffy Castle at sunset
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